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Little demand

Al job biggest·
for young
departme nt

for Al DS testing

by Paula Rodriguez

by Suzan Curth

o~

campus

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Two UCF professors and their
graduate assistants are working on a
three-year, $40(),000 NASA contract to
develop the first ·artificial intelligence
program used in the shuttle program ..
The group will develop the program
to spot potential problems with systems on the space shuttle.
Dr. Avelino Gonzalez, professor of
computer engin eering knew NASA
was doing artificial intelligence work
and wanted to get UCFinvolved in the
research.
Gonzalez and Dr. Harley Myler, a
colleague, developed a proposal and, ·
through a student contact, presented it
to NASA on Nov. 1. NASA awarded the
contract about six months later.
He said attracting a research contract of this magnitude in artificial
intelligence represents a milestone for
UCFs relatively new computer engineering department. According to
Gonzalez, the contract represents the
biggest .federally-funded contract for

with shuttle systems using AI programs.
According to Myler, NASA's current
di_agnosis programs are time-consuming and can ·sometimes be inaccurate.
In order to get information for a
program, it would take a specially
trained knowledge engineer days to
feed knowledge from a drawing or

Student blood samples to be tested
for AIDS must sent to an off-campus
lab because there is little demand for
the test on campus, the director of
Student Health Services .says.
According to Dr. John G. Langdon,
medical technologists at th~ Health
Center can draw blood from students
who wish to be tested for the AIDS
virus, but the actlial testing can not be
processed on campus. Once the blood
specimen has been collected, it is then
transported to a local lab, Roche Biomedical Center. ·
The test costs $27. But each student
has a $25 credit with the Health Center
that can be applied to the cost of the
test, Langdon points out.
"You could be talking about a fee of
two dollars, which is really a great
deal," he said.
If someone tests positive, a second
test, the Western Blot, can be administered by using the bloocl already

SEE NASA PAGE 5

SEE AIDS PAGE 7

Graduate students Massood Towhidnejad (left) and Carl
Professors Harley Myler and Avelino Gonzalez.

his department.
Artificial intelligence (Al) is a new
technology that tries to make computers reason like humans.
According to Gonzalez, it is easy for
today's computers to do mathematical
calculations, but the challerige lies in
making computers capable of converting information into knowledge without human intervention.
NASA wants to diagnose problems

Ow~n

(sitting) with

County forcing greeks to take down
yecirs-old sig-ns in UCF neighborhood
-by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Zoning , regulations have for ced several
Greek organizations to remove wall signs and
letters from the out side of the buildings where
they live.
Many of the signs have been up for years.
On September 14th, Alpha Tau Omega fraternity received a zoning violation notice from
Code Enforcement Officer J im Hickman. 'The
violation refers to a zoning ordinance which
specifies that wall signs are not permitted in
r esiaential areas.
ATO president Walter Robinson said, "At
that point, I found out my right~. I spoke to the
fraternity's counselor. We were advised to take
down the signs until the situation could be
evaluated."

Hickman said he cited about seven greek
organizations for breaking zoning regulations.
All but one of the groups complied by removing
or covering their signs, he added. One group
was granted an extension to comply with the
ordinance.
·
Robinson said, "Our fraternity house h as
been there for four years. Our letters have been
up for four years without any problems."
According to Robinson, Inter-Fraternity
Council is planning to discuss the situation at
th.e end of this week.
The violation stemmed from a complaint
filed by an employee of a realty firm.
"It seemed to me there were several violations going on," Mary Mullins said ..
Robinson said he thinks the area should be
excepted from the - ordinance because the

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COLOR ME BLACK 'N GOLD .
This proud UCFfan displays his affection forthe g ridiron Knights
by the colors on his face. The Knights fell short Saturday, 23-16.

SEE VIOLATIONS PAGE 5

Thieves· steal 22 ·stickers in record rash of thefts
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Thieves have stolen 22 parking decals .from students, faculty and administrators this semester in
what police say is a rash of such thefts.
Twelve decals were reported stolen in all of last
year.

Police say many of thefts ·are motivated by students looking for better parking privileges.
But not all of the cases are that clear-cut.
In a case solved last year, a student stole an
administrator's parking sticker and parked his car in
the student parking section with the administrator's
decal on his bumper. This drew attention to his
vehicle, and when the police traced the decal number
they found it registered to an administrator.

Victims of the thefts have to pay $2.l Qto replace
their decals.
The thieves may not think that they will be caught
if they do not violate any parking or traffic laws, but
officer James Meeks of the UCF Police says the
Parking Patrol Division has a list of the missing
decals number and "other efficient methods of track:
SEE DECAL PAGE 3
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• Down on Air Supply?
Find out why UCF got Air
Supply for Homecoming
and why students
should appreciate having a free concert.
See page8

• EKU hands the football Knights their first loss
of the season. Also,
women's soccer . upends eighth-ranked
Barry University.
See page 16
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Ardaman just average
American Chess·master
t-

"Kids play, teenagers play,
young adults; older people
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
play. People of all ages from all
walks of life," he said.
Miles Ardaman works out
He has even encountered
at Nautilus and plays tennis. bums and high school dropouts
He runs a bit and enjoys going . at the expert level and above.
to movies. In those respects, he
Miles said, "Even one of my
is not particularly unusual.
cutest ex-girl friends played
However, Miles is also a chess."
pretty good chess player. Go.od
Miles is 23 years-old, was
enough, in fact, to win the born in Winter Garden and
Florida State High School has lived there most of his life.
Championships ten years ago He learned the basic moves of
as an eighth grader.
chess at the age of three, from
Good enough to be the cut- his mother.
rent United States Chess FedMiles credits his grandfaeratfon Region 4 champion, ther for giving him a true
reigning over Florida, Geor- understanding of the game.
Miles joined the Orlando
gia, North Carolina, and South
Carolina.
Chess Club, where he played
He has earned the highest his first tournament at age
title in the American chess nine;
world: senior life master, a
He won the Orlando City
title he·shares with only fifty or Championships "somewhere
so other Americans.
along the way," and got inMiles just returned to Flor- volved in international junior
ida after a summer European play.
chess tour, mostly paid for by
He spent two years at
his chess winnings.
Davidson College in North
"In Europe, chess is more Carolina and got his bachelor's
popular. In the U.S. it is an . ' degree from the Universi.W of
oddity more than the standard Florida after another three
thing," Miles said.
years.
TodayheisattendingUCF,
He wants people -to know
that chess is accessible, that doing his post-baccalaureate
it's not just ~game for eccen- work and applying to medical
tric geniuses who haven't been schools.
out of their rooms since the
passing of Halley's Comet.
SEE ARDAMEN PAGE 6
by Cliff McCloe

•

DECAL
FROM PAGE 1

ing the decals."
And police are not taking thefts lightly.
"This is not a little college prank," said Capt. James
Depuy. "It is petty theft urider Florida state statutes."

•SENATE ELECTIONS
Student Government Senate elections are being held
this week. Area campus elections will conclude today.
Main campus elections will be
today and Wednesday. Go out
and vote.

There are many interesting
facts that students may not
know about the construction
and planning ofUCF.
For example, do you know
why the Administration
Building is built where it is, or
how many parking spaces
there are on campus?
According to UCF engineer
Michael Spinnato, the Administration Building was
originally planned to be built
where the reflecting ponq now
stands.
But · because of a muck
pocket found in that area, the
building was built on its present site. He said the muck hole
still exists underneath the reflection pond.
UCFs parking lots have
room for 4,338 cars. A number
just about everyone would lik~
to see rise.
Spinnato noted that on the
first day of classes this

SOURCE: UCF Physical Plant

semester, over 14,000 car.s ing, drainage, and curbing.
competed for those spaces.
Labor and crude oil prices
SpinnatO said, "We hope to have caused the price to in- .
build additional parking areas · _ crease from $225 to $840 in the
when the funds are available." past 17 years.
According to Spinnato, it
Other interesting things
costs approximately $840 per coming to UCF are the widenparking space.
He said this includes pavSEE ROAD PAGE 7

Bookstore offering more varie·d clothing
by Suzette Lennard
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

For all fashion conscious students: The Bookstore will'be offering some old favorites as well
as some new attractions later
this fall.
Due to the weather, the Bookstore has had
success with tank tops and shorts.
Especially pop.ular with students are the
white shorts with the letters "UCF" on the seat.
A projection offashion are ~he.bowling shirts,

The thieves could face up to 60 days in jail and/or a
$500 fine. They could also receive disciplinary action
from the university.
Assistant Dean of Students Pam Anthrop said the
thieves will be dealt with seriously if caught. She said
the thieves are "putting their status as students on
the line for something that they perhaps feel is a .
prank." ·

and entrance ramps on the
East-West Expressway is
being completed and two new
additional toll lanes will be
open to traffic this week.
The two new toll lanes, one
in each direction, were installed in order to reduce delays on the ramps during peak
hours.
• SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
The Conway Road ramp
Three $2,000 scholarship
grants will be awarded by the expansion is one of a series of
American Concrete Institute $10 million in improvements
to full-time first or second year to the Expressway system
graduate engineering stu- which the Authority included
dents in the area of concrete.
in its $433 million bond issue
A completed application sold last year.
and three recommendations
are required by the deadline • NEW MINOR OFFERED
Jan.15.
A new minor in American
· Applications are available Studies is being offered in the
in the Financial Aid Office.
College of Arts and Sciences.
For more information conThe American Studies mitact Will Shaffner in Financial nor requires at least 21 hours
Aid at 275-2827.
of approved upper-division
courses, including at least
• EXPRESSWAY ADDITIONS
three hours of restricted elecThe $1.05 million expan- tives from each of three fields:
sion of the Conway Road exit literature and humanities,

Leslie Jorgensen/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

social sciences, and history.
Other courses may be chosen from a list of approved
courses available from the
American Studies advisor.
- For more information, see
Dr. Kathryn Seidel, or call
275-2251.
• LIBRARY BOOK EXHIBIT
Have you noticed the collection of business books in the
lobby of the UCF library?
The collection of approximately seventy titles are Library Journal's choices for
"Best Business Books" of the
year.
To make this prestigious
list, a book must be well-written and of enduring value.
Selections are available for
check out.
The exhibit, pre~ared by
Business Liaison Librarian
Ted Pfarrer, will continue
.until Nov. 1.

old baseball shirts, and the one size fits all
shirts.
According to Bookstore manager Charles
Ev~s, since s.tudents are "trendy and priceconscious to a certain degree," the Bookstore
decided to lower prices and give better values.
Fall items will include denim jackets and a
variety of sweatshirts.
Evans tells students to be aware of the new
items offered, and take advantage of coupons
offered in The Central Florida Future. He also
says he is open to any ideas or suggestions
students come up with.

"It's unfortunate for students to put themselves in
a position to have to learn from their mistakes at the
college level," Anthrop said.
.
Two cases of decal theft have been referred to .
Student Affairs while the others are still under investigation.
Meeks and DePuy said they have an excellent
chances of solving the other 20 cas~s.

through Oct. 10.
• AD2 MEETING
AD2 Club of Greater
Oct. 6 at 6:30 p.m., residents
Orlando, an organization for throughout Central Florida
advertising professionals un- will participate in the
der 30, will be holding their country's first national fire
October meeting Oct. 8 in the _drill.
Citrus Club.
All of Central Florida will
Asocial willbeheldat6p.m. join forces to sound an alarm at
and the regular meeting will this time for 30 seconds in an
begin at 7 p.m.
effort to get everyone, in uniFor more information con- son, to practice their escape
tact Peter Cranis at 889-6069. plan.
"Plan to Get Out Alive" will
encourage citizens from coast
. -FIRE SAFETY
McDonald's ·Restaurants to coast to spend just a few
and local fire departments are moments together - working
launching a fire safety pro- out a home escape route that in
gra~ "Plan to Get Out Alive," turn can save hundreds oflives
in conjunction with National each year.·
Fire Prevention Month in October ..
• BOOKSALE
The program was designed
The UCF Library will hold
by McDonald's to extend the book sales Oct. 13, Nov. 10,
proven effectiveness of school and Dec. 8 from 10 a.m. to 1
fire drills into the home.
p.m.
Citizens can pick up their
The book sale will be held in
"Plan to Get Out Alive" pam- the lobby of the library and all
phlets at participating books will be 50 cents unless
McDonald's restaurants otherwise marked.
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•FREE Domino's Pizza

. WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th • SC Green 11 :00 a.m.
"Kier" the Comedian
•FREE Pepsi~Cola
• SRH Card Sales
Wild Piua 8:00 p.~.
· Y-106 'Choices' Party
•.Prizes and Dance Contest
• Mocktails
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3rd• Lq,ke Claire 9:00 a.m.
S.W.A.T. 2nd Annual Biathlon - -2 mile run, 8 mile bike & 2 mile run
•BBQ Lunch
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HAS SEX DROPPED OUT OF COLLEGE?
Sane say free love stopped beq free when AIDS began. Others say ~ attitudes had already altered the role of sex

on ampus. AOO then there are !hose who say that nothing's
chqedatall
~·re invited to share your views wilh celebrities and
expert panelists, as College Satellite Network looks under
· the covers to find the truth.
Join us for Ibis li"Ye-via-satellite, internctive program
feat~ actress Alexandra P-dul (Drngnet, American Ryers),
Dr. C. Everett Koop, U.S. Surgeon General and others. It's an
evenq sure to tooch the student bocfy
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Doff Ball ·

shuttle-related pr~gram.
In the future, the team hopes to apply their
research to future space station activities.
"We're looking forward to a long-term association with NASA," Myler said.
According to Gonzalez, NASA readily communicates new technologies to.the private sector. Local industries, which are involved with
CAD data base, will eventually benefit from
AKG programs, hopefully the one developed by
the UCF team.

NASA
FROM PAGE 1

It's better than Hackey Sack
other source into a system, such as NASA's
Knowledge-based Autonomous Test Engineer
(KATE).
The Automated Knowledge Generation program (AKG) on which the UCF team is working
will eliminate the middle-man, or knowledge
engineer, from the process. This automated
means of picking out knowledge from a Computer Aided Design (CAD) data base will save
time, labor and reduce errors, Myler said.
"Our system -will be able to. understand any
system and extract knowledge for KATE to
use," Gonzalez said. "Because the design involves generic techniques, it can also be used in
systems other than KATE."
UCFs project is unique in that it is the first
time artificial intelligence will be used in a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---i

PINERIDGE APARTMENTS
For Rent: .
,• 2 Bedroom/2 Bath
• 3 Bedroom/1 1h Bath
• Townhouses - 2 Bedroom
11/i. Bath
Located 1.5 miles from UCF. All
apartments are quiet, have covered carports and laundry hookups. Rental
rates: $420 and up.
.

For information call
GAi-Realtor at 834-6062
or in the evenings·
at Z60-0896

VIOLATIONS

Myler and Gonzalez have both been with
UCF for about a year. Their graduate assistants are Massood Towhidnejad, a Ph.D. candidate, and Carl Owen, who is working on his
master's degree in computer engineering.

them."
Hickman said the situation
should be resolved soon.
"I think we have reached an
understanding. I have talked
with Walter Robinson about
an alternative. However, until
the situation is resolved, I feel
it is best not to comment," he
said.
Robinson said his the letters on the front of the ATO

FROM PAGE 1

neighborhood's residents are
UCF students.
"Perhaps we can zone this
area through the courts," he
said.
"This area is about 90 percent UCF students. There
hav~ been no complaints from

~I

The team hopes to have a working model of
their program by next summer to demonstrate
for NASA

quad help provide a sense of
unity among fraternity members.
"It's a growing school, and
the Greek system is growing
with it. We hope to have a
house on campus in 2 or 3 - ,
years, so this is temporary
housing for fraternity members before UCF is able to provide grounding for us. Eventually we'll all be out there."

Dudley Moore ·._ . ,_
Chris and hls dad have accict.entailv changed bod'ies ..
6utno. big dear
./.. .

PLEASE!

Chris gets the Jag and th.eGold card.

Dad gets the fake JO and the bio final.
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ARDAMEN

. ment play, each player is allowed two hours to
make forty moves.
FROM PAGE 3
Even Miles admits that chess is more of an
endurance, stam:lna-type game.
One day he hopes to be a doctor. He says that _
But now there is something called "Express
means he will not be involved in as many tour- Chess."
naments.
'
"Each player gets thirty minutes and if you
Despite his ability and his hard work regard- run out of time ... well, see you in the consolation
ing the game, he is not some sort of chess freak. rounds."
He puts his trust in the "Golden Mean."
Miles describes the game as such:
"Runn~ng, learning, socializing, girls, chess,
"What you're doing is crunching four hours
working out. All these things are part of me. I down to one hour. People get frantic; they pull
don't do anything to excess. Everything should . their hair, there's more body movement. You
be done in moderation. But now I'm preaching." have to wing it."
Maybe he is preaching, maybe he is not, but
After the interview, Miles watched a little bit
that is how he lives.
of the U.S. Open. Ivan Lend] was beatingthe tar
Miles admits there are many misconceptions out of Mats Wiland er. "I can see it now," Miles
people have about chess and chess players, but mused. "The announcer calls ...Wilander makes
he "takes it as a challenge."
. a stunning move, pawn to K4."
He knows that many Americans consider
Miles said he would like to see chess on
chess to be a slow game, a dull game where television someday, maybe n-ot tomorrow, but
nothing seems to happen, but according to someday.
.
·
Miles, the problem basically is stemmed in a
He will be appearing at Orlando Fashion
Square in a simultaneous chess exhibition, Oct.
lack of appreciation of the game.
In the Soviet Union, for example, chess i's 3, where he will play all comers at the same
taught in the schools. There are even schools for time.
He will also play a blindfolded match. If you ·
chess. So, when a bigmatch comes on television,
people gather to watch the same way Ameri- would like to play against him, the cost is $5 a
g?-me with all proceeds going to the Winter ·
cans watch football, with appreciation.
Perhaps the misconceptions about chess are Gar~en Family Health Center for an X-ray
not totally baseless. Tradition~lly, in tourna- machine.

Make the re~ponsible choice.
Drinking and getting
behind the wheel
risks your life and
the lives of others on
the road. Driving.in
Florida is a privilege,
not a right. Enjoy it
responsibly.
Sponsored by Yellow Cab Company,
AMember of Mears Transportation Group

\'fhat If I Don't Qualify

l'o Begin With,
you could be ellglble to earn a
. · two·year Air Force Rare
scholarship and a c:ornmisalon as a
second lleutenent In the United
States Air Force

How?

For A Scholarship?

Not everyone qualifies for a
scholarship. If you don't, you cah
still compete for the Tll!o-Year
Program and receive $100 per
month while enrolled.

You must have two full years of
undergraduate classes rema.1n1ng as
of August 1988.

When Do I Apply?
NOW! - for entry In August 1988.
We are currently seeking young
men and women majoring In
non-technical, scientific,
technical, engtnCC!rlng, nursing or
pre-medical fl~lds, or those who
qualify for pilot, navigator or
missile training. You must call
(305) 275-2264 for an
appointment to take the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Teet (AFOQ11.

Don't Tuke Your Organs To Heaven
Heaveri Kno\Vs we Need Them Here.
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When Will The Actual
Selections Be Made?
All categories will meet a
selection boazd this lilll end
winter.

If I Don't Apply Now,
Will I Have A cmu.~e

Later?

It takes 8-10 months to process the
appllcatlon, so If you miss the
appllcatlon period, .I t means you will
have to wait another full year to apply.

What If rm Not Sure Of
My Particular Situation,
But Am Interested?
Contact Captain Willis at (305)
275·2264-, or stop by our offices at the
University of Central F1ortda Flne Arts
Building. Room 214 for more details - ·
without obltgatlon.

~------Ai-·~·i:
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LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

Student Government
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•
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Thanks but ·no thanks
for the .free concert,
Athletic Department
Homecoming is just aro\ind the comer andjudging
from the reactions to 'Air Supply' plugs when they are
announced at football games, not many students are
all too happy about our band this year.
Since this editorial represents the opinion of the
editorial board of The Central Florida Future, we
must truthfully report that none of us are all that
thrilled either. However, we would venture to guess
that our reaction to the band is less harsh than the
general one, so we thought we might share what we
know about the situation.
First of all, this concert is being put on by the Athletic Department. The first concert of this kind occurred last year when The Beach Boys played at that
homecoming.
Before this time, any concerts related with homecoming were put on by the student-run Programming
and Activities Council and included small, no-name
bands. This is not, by the way, intended as an insult.
Small means brings a small band.
So athletics took over. Last year it was the Beach
Boys and everyone was thrilled. Rah!
This year athletics again went out to get us an
exciting act. According to a source in the department,
money was not the problem. UCF offered the band
Heart a great deal of money and the bandtumed us
down because they simply were not ready to sign any
deals within our deadline.
We also went after comedian Robin Williams. The
money was ~ain right, but Williams turned us down,
saying that he really didn't feel like working in the
fall. What do you do?
In this case we settled for Air Supply.
They are a name band, and as the Athletic Department says, if the students are unhappy with the
situation, they are welcome to put on their own
concert too. PAC has complained a lot, but what have
they done about the situation?
It boils down pretty simply. The concert is free to
students. Concerts like this never existed before last
year.
You certainly can't say that athletics owes a concert. For all practical purposes The Beach Boys and
Air Supply are both gifts.
And wh at d. 0 you d0 wh~n yo~ get a gi·ft you are not
real happy with? You ~IIllle politely, say thanks and
drop a lot of hints about what you would like next ·.
year.
So, "Thanks, athletics, we really appreciate the
concert."
-

•

Bopper should be able to hit hard

In 1957, my sophomore year in a New .York high
school, I was bopper of a street gang called the Black
Orchids. There were some 40 boys and girls in the
gang, and we organized activities that made the
teachers and other adults nervous.
For those ofyou born on this side of1960, "bopper"
means leader and head fighter. There was only one
boy in high school that could outfight me, and he was
a football hero and didn't particularly care for girls.
Rather, he cared for girls, but didn't particularly
know what to do when alone with them. (Neither did
. ·
I, but I was willing to learn.)
In 1958, my junfor year in high school, I went to a
dance in another gangs turf. I wore my colors with
the words "Orchids" taped on the arm of my black
leather jacket, and a spray-on orchid with blackish
red petals on my back. I danced with Natalie, the
dungaree doll of the rival gang leader, Mike Smith.
I wandered out in the hallway to get my jacket, and
found ·the white adhesive-taped "Orchids" on both
sleeves had changed to"Aiss." (Gang members were
not necessarily literate). I asked "Who did this?" Mike
Smith stepped from a line of several boys and he
asked me outside.
I stepped out into the lighted front entrance by the
gym. and started to tum around. The next thing I
clearly remember was waking up in the ambulance
With numbness all over my head.
·
Nobody told me Mike Smith was a New York State
golden gloves contender. I never laid one punch on
him. He hit me so fast and so hard, I was down and out
And, "Next year, how abo~t s·omething a little before you could say, "See you later, alligator."
more upbeat."
I immediately stopped fighting and, for the rest of
That's all there is to.it. If we as students don't try my junior year and my whole-senior year, I played
to help with the concert (and we're told we didn't) football, baseball, and joined the press club.
then we really should complain quietly.
May I suggest ·now that nations are much like
.individuals?
When the United States got its face smeared in
South Vietnam, it. .was the same thing as ~e getting
• The Central Florida.Future
smeared by Mike Smith. It changed my attitude, and
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
was the climax of my, and our, adolescence.
Bumcu Office (305) Z7S·2601, News Office (305) Z75-286.S
We forget, sometimes, how yo.u ng we are. If na-

tions are like individuals, the United States was a
teenager when it got into Vietnam. We lost that war, ·
and, like the beating I got from Mike Smith, it
changed our attitude.
It wasn't that I had been beaten by Mike Smith and
experienced the agony of defeat. It was that every .
teenager in six surrounding gangs knew about it
before I got out of the hospital the next day.
Don't you think that Iran, Nicaragua and _C uba
know that we are a mighty giant that can't exercise
its might. Don't you think that these countries and
others know we are defenseless when we're on their
turf and working within their rules?
This prolonged metaphor is over. The conclusions
are obvious. I had no business being a bopper ifl could
get knocked out without throwing a punch. Let us not
forget I was in their territory, messing with one of
their women.
If we invaded Nicaragua's territory, we again
would be playing on their territory with their rules.
Despite all the Death Valley Days rhetoric from this
last (hopefully) U.S. president born before the Great
Depression, I think we've matured enough not to
ignore our lesson.
The story ofVietriam is coming back now, in video,
screenplay and book. If we view it with the schizophrenic historical sense of some southern rebel families, who claim the South won the Civil War, we might
again experience the frustration, ignorance and
horror that characterized that war in Nicaragua,
Iran or elsewhere .
I hope we won't engage another culture on their
turf in a l~mited war again.

•

..

•
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•APPRECIATES AIR SUPPLY
Editor:
Why! I realize that Air Supply is
not an upbeat group, but they are
one of the top groups around. Why
can't anyone enjoy them for who
they are or what they are popular
for. They must please someone,
because they sure have been
around for a while.
It would seem like a student at
UCF would be more than willing to
support our school. Every _time I
pick up The Central Florida
Future all I read are letters that
say how much they don't like Air
Supply. There are so many groups
around today. You inay hear a song
from them once but who remem-

bers tneir name a year or two later.
Air Supply has music you can appreciate, unlike some of the other
groups around today.
It is really a shame that some ·
students can't appreciate the good
things in life.
Diane Pierce
Marketing
• DID YOU SPEAK UP?
Editor:
I have read several letters in
columns lately saying how inuch
everyone hates Air Supply. This
just i_sn't true. I happen to like Air
Supply and I am familiar with
several others who feel as I do.
I would also like to say that Air

Supply may draw more pe~pl~ to
the Homecoming Game than you
might think. I hate football of any
kind, but I am planning to attend
the game just because of the Air
Supply concert. To those of you
who feel that the Homecoming
Committee made a bad choice,
and are complaimng about it, I
have this to say. Did you participate on, the Committee? Did you
let them know what you would
like to hear beforehand? Have you
asked them why they hired Air
·Supply? If the answer to any of
these questions is no, you have no
right to complain.
Diane Mullen
Student Affairs

.
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CAMPUS LITE

by Michael Fry
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'i-1987, WuhinftOn Poat Writers Group:M

Lake Claire.
B:.B-Q Lunch
and Party

-

Endless
Prizes For All!

·All participants will receive a race
T-Shirt, BBQ Dinner, Safe Ride
Home Card (UCF Students
ONLY), and entry in the main
drawings to be held throughout
the race and post-race picnic.

SPECIAL THANKS
TO OUR

October 3, 1987
· 9:00 A.M.

.
:,.it!.

2nd Annual ·
Biathlon

Sports Massage For
Race Participants

2 MI. RUN• 8 MI. BIKE• 2 MI. RUN
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PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEAL TH ·
& WELLNESS CENTER

2-81- 5 8 41

sex on campus
Some say free love stopped being free when AIDS began. Others say
changing-attitudes had already altered the role of sex oo campus. And then
there are those who .say that nothing's changed at all.
You're invited to share your views with celebrities and: expert panelists,
as College Satellite Network looks Wlder the covers to find the trutl_l.
Join us for this live-via-satellite, interactive program featurinbg acttress
Alexandra Paul (Dragnet. American Flyers), Dr. C. Everett Koop, 'U.S.
Surgeon Gene~ and others. It's an evening sure to touch the sbldent body.

September 30th
at- 8:00 P.M. in the SCA

•
A.A. Meetings
Al-Anon meetings
Held Weekly. For Info
Coll Kara or Terri at 281-5841

Delta Gamma
Thanks to all fratemlties for participating In
our Anchor Splash! We love you all and we
couldn'·t have clone (twithoutyoul Heidie,
you did a great job: Congrats to all fhe
Anchor Splash winners!
Sigma Phi Epsllon
Pledge meeting Tue. HPB 259 9:00 p.m.I
Volley ball Practice Tue. and Thurs. at 5:30
p.m.I Football practice Tues. 4:00. Come
out and support the Sig EpCandldates for
Student Govemmentll
Alpha Tau Omega
Good luck teSteve Bogolea, Roger Dube,
and Kim Cim9Ck In fhe Student Senate
elections this week.
Thanks M' ·f or a great Anchor Splashl
Congratulations to all fhe winners!
Thanks TKEs for a klller party Sat. New Ill' sis
officers-CONGRATULATIONSI
Lll'sls meeting tonight. 9 p.m. House.
Zeta Tau Alpha
Student Govemmentelections today and
Wednesday. Vote and support fhe
Greeks In you college! Little sisters .have
fun wlfh your new big sisters. Were you
surprised?
Tau Kappa Epslloo
Thanks tor a great social Pl Phis. ATO's,
fhanks once again for a knler party Saturday night. TKEl and TKE2 schedules will be
poSted at fhe table ...right John M.?

lambda Chi
Get wired up guys because we're going
to the woods! Campout Is Oct. 2-4 In
Ocala. Grab a mapatfhe Cafe. Come on
out and let's shake down some trees.

llflflllll
Black Student Union
BSU elections Sept 17 & 18. Interested In
running pick up packet at BSU SC Room
225 watch for dates of candidate forms
for more Info stop by or call the BSU @
x2450 or x282 l .
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention all RTV. film, journalism. and
communication majors. gain experience
by joining the notional broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning resources lecture room.
lntervarslty Christian Fellowshlp
MONDAY MORNINGS - Small group
study on the book of Romans is now In
progress. Room 211 In the Student Center
from 10-11 a.m. Everyone is welcome!

·QUOTES" program meeting
Wed .. Sept, 30, 4-5 p.m., Library 230 Guest
Speaker-Mary Roznowskl-EPCOT. For
Info call Dr. Davis ext.2681.

$300.00 security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool a Heated JacuzzJ
2 & 3 Bedrooms with 2 FULL BATHS washer/
dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds starting at
$465.00
UCF/Marttn Area
Student and Famlty Sections
SUsse>! Place
281-6393
Rm for rent kitchen priv, privacy! 60 per
week. 1/2 utilities. 327-0742.

Newly married Incoming MBA student
seelcs affordable housing by Oct. 12 CALL:
(MD) 301-944-2279 after 8:00 p.m.
Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
share my 3bdrm 2bafh home In Winter
Springs $275. references 695-8775 leave

Pool home Winter Springs 4br 1.5 bafh
landscpd, patio, cfans, car lot, fmlyrm
ownerhlghly mtvd. low 60's 327-1049 . .

message.
Female rmmt. executive home Includes
furn. bedrm. laundry tv. kitchen f1:1mlly
room. $230.00 mfh 679-8'Zl2.
Male to share nice 3bdrm 2bafh home 5
ml from UCF. Fully furnished, all appllanees. HBO. phone. etc. $200/mo + 1/3
util call 678-1033.
Female roommate wanted Chancellors
Row 1 ml UCF Private Bdrm + Bath fully
furnished pool tennis ver mlcrciwave
washer +~ryer 2SO monfh Maryalice 6580706.
Male or female to share 3bdrm 2bath
home $80 per wk Includes all utiHtles fully
fumlshed available Immediately call 6953321 or 323-2780 ext. 404
Winter Park/UCF male to share 2bdrm 2 1/
2bath condo.
S275mo Utilities Inc 679-0472
Fem. needs same for 2b/2b $200 + 1/2 fUJI
appl. call Julie T. at 281-4584 or leave
message at 423-3426. ·
ROOMMATE WANTED
Nice 3-bdroom 2-bath house on Park Ave
Winter Park Washer Dryer $250 + utilities
Furniture welcome.
Call Murat at 647-3112 or x5211

Government Homes from $1.00 "U Repair". Also tax delinquent property call
805-644-9533 Ext. 160 for Info.

JOBE WATER SKIS JOBE WATER SKISlll
Many many different kinds. Very ·unbelievably cheap. Most new. never used.
Coll Soon to get very good deal. Call John
at 658-4652.
Oviedo 5.76 Acres for sale off Lockwood
Rd excellent buy. By Little Scon Golf and
Country 39900 Ed 295-9097 cash.
Flat Spider '82 convertible-Ssp, air,
leather. alloy wheels. new Plrellls. SOK miles
-$5.200 -eves 898-0959
MURRAY 10 SPEED Excellent condition
lock/waterbottle Incl $80 282-3586.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl CU repair),
Dellnquent tax property. Repossessions.
Call 1-805-687-6<XXJ Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

lfJlfl&•illl
AIRLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants,
Travel Agents. Mechanics. Customer Service. Listings. Salaries to $SOK. Entry level
positions. Call 1-805-687-0000 Ext. A-4628.

Have 15mlnutesbeforeyour9:30TRclass?
A handicapped student needs some help
before class and will pay 5 bucks/hour.
Other times too. Call Frits after 4 p.m. at
628-5932.

Corvette 73 rebuild original 454 red blk Int
new tires new clutch many new parts 6700
obo 658-2388

lt11111illl,llll

Sale: VW 70 Beetle. good motor and tires,
fair paint. roof rack. Runs very well. $850.
Arthur, x3391.

Duplex for rent: 2bd 2ba. washer/dryer.
drapes $430/mo. plus deposit. Call 2931908.

For sale Volvo DL 83 White 4speed w
overdrive Mich tires low mileage exc cond
$7000/offer 282-8275 679-5130

Available. beautiful l & 2 bedroom apartments at Forest Highlands Apts call ~825657 for Information.

For sale Mobile home 84 Fleetwood 2 bdr
carport porch lots of extras very nice park
$13000/offer 282-8275.

Cheap reliable airllne tickets call 645-1858
evenings and weekends

tllitllllliill

Eam up to $8.00 per hour while working In
you spare time fror:n home Involves telemarl<etlngand some light paper-work call
679-2714 ask for Kevin.

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knlgh1sl A Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional servk:e. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16,700 satisfied students and 4
grouches - 671-3002.

Students needed to clean homes. Hours
to flt schedule. Call 699-1636.
2 part time positions available 6.00 hrly./
nights (12-5 a.m.) cleaning own transportation/ mileage paid can 366-1542 ask for

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. a small
package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers. The position Is for
loadir.ig and unloading trucks and moving
packages wlfhln the terminal. Work shifts
·available: Monday-Friday: 7:00 p.m. to
l l:OOp.m.orl l:OOp.m. to3:00a.m.or3:00
p.m. to 7:00 a .m. Salary Is $7 /hr. Apply to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter Garden Rd. or call
297-3715.

-·

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Biii
Wanted: A marketing major for a market- ·
Ing position. 1 day/week. Call (305) 8713542 Florida Mall

•

Need Money? Interested In Health? We
have a program for your Wealth & Health!
Call toll free 1-800-255-5110 ext 264-or for
details In print send Sl .00 to: M. Miller P.0.
Box 7005; Ocala 32672.

Part time rental agent needed for small
apt. community. Please apply at 5951
Curry Ford Rd. #101

It's True!
C.D.s. L.P.s and Cass.
2for1
Details 239-6883
1987 Suzuki Samurai SOFT top great condition 5800 call Mike at 657-7449

·ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Morning-ofter treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando

All types of student documents. Someday ·
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professlonal •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

•

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised I Typed - 657-0079
Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word

Proc~lng

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of eny kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
74D-0227
Winter Park - immed. off 1-4
TYPING. fast.accurate.reasonable. Cl6se
to campus. Call Berny 282-4168.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnformaoon. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. confidential serviees and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. Insured Plan. Orlando 273-3263.

111•lllliill
Free to good home: found l 0 month old
small black female lab. Has shots. tags &
dewormed. House broken and loving disposition. 275-2455 (9-5) or 365-7156
(home)

Financial aid for college is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-l 22 l
ext0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Available!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho.
#206XT. Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/r./C or COD

Tutor- wanted for CAP 5700. Computer
Graphics. Call 281-7~73.

Read the classifi,e ds in the campus
elevatorsl
It will keep you from reading the expired inspection dates.

a

For information on how to place classified ad,
call Mike at The Centra/'Florida Future. 275-2601 .

BEYOND9T05

DRINKING
AND
DRIVING
DONT
MIX

..
. ..

TH.IS

~EMESTER

BE A BARTENDER!
lOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
ONE-WEEK Course
Call For FREE Brochure

(305) 682-3133
San Sebastian·Square - Altamonte Spring~

kinko•s®

Great copies. ereat people.
The need for fast, quality copies doesn't stop at 5 o' clock.
And neither do we. Kinko's is open early, open lat.e, and
open weekends to take care of all of your copying needs.
12223 University Blvd.
(comer University & Alafaya Tr.)
658-9518

127 w. Fairbanks
at Park Ave.
628-5255

•
•
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An easy to -use, computerized career information and
guidance support system
that helps you make career
decisiorils. -

CHOICES helps you to look

Joe Welnlteln/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

STANDING TALL

UCF cheerleaders show their enthusiasm Saturday night at
UCF's football game with E·astern Kentucky.

at yours_
elf and what you want in a job.
. the Knights.
"I felt a little uncomfortable .
FROM PAGE 16
kicking," said O'Brien as he
- - - - - - walked off the field. "But [the
.
knee] is getting better."
ter to bring the Knights within
Although he scored 10 of his
one, 17-16.
team's 16 points, O'Brien reBut EKU kicker Jam es mained optimistic about the
Campbell booted two short- Knights' chances for a successrange field goals later in _the · ful season.
period, the last one coming
"I thought there were a lot of
with just 1 :23 remaining, to missed opportunities [against
eliminate any chance O'Brien EKUJ," he said. "But I think
had of winning the game for that will help us next week."

O'BRIEN

Stop by_the Placemnet Office ·
to arrange for ·a CHOICES appointment.

CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ·su·ITE 124

•••

-That you as a student may Oppeal a
grade _if it is a resu-lt of an instructor·s:

Refer to your student handbook~ "The Golden Rule,"
pages 20-21 for further info.rmation or call: ·
Carla Schulz - Judicial
Advisor
@X-2191 or
.
.
. Ross Wolf_- Attorney General @X-2191

Student Government... .
Students Serving Students

·

FREE
.·MOVIE·S

IN THE SAC

•
.

'

The first casualty of war is inn,ocence.
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Sun. Oct. 4th

PAC IS FUNDED THROUGH THE ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES FEES. AS ALLOCATED BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF THE UNIVERSllY OF. C ENTRAL FLORIDA.

-United Parcel Service ·.1,-:i··I !
.

.

.United .P
_ arcel S.e rvice .will· be
-accepting · applications.for ·
part-time loaders and -unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour. .
Please sign up fOr ·an interview·
_ ~ppointment in the Car·e :e r Resource
Cen·t er: ADM Suite ·124. UPS is an·
.
equal oppo·r tunity employer.
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Work shifts begi'n at,4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m . .
·o r 11 :00 p~m., .. Mlonday through Friday
workweek. 3 to. ~ } hours· per day.

•

·•
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· Runners clobber Rollins College
•

by Tom Davis

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The men's and women's cross country teams dominated cross-town rival

Following Madison was Kelly Burwash
(23:12) and Marri Riedel (23:30).
Saturday, qoth teams will compete
at the University of North Florida.

•••

Threshold Run For The Kids.

" Rollins College in dual meet Thursday The Threshold Run, the first race of the
atUCF.
1987-88 Track Shack Grand Prix SeThe men won easily, 23-45, while the ries, went off successfully Saturday
• women squeezed out a 24-33 win.
with the help of the UCF greek system.
UCF's Joe Heller paced the men
Members of UCF's cross country
with a run of28 minutes, 7 seconds over
team,
which didn't have a meet, ran in
the 5-mile course. However, his score
the
5-kilometer
race (3.1 miles). Kelly
• didn't count toward the overall team
Burwash
finished
second in the 19-24
score. Heller, UCF's number one runwomen's
age
division
with a time of
ner, is declared ineligible since he
22:22.
Dave
Smith,
a
former
UCF runtransferred from Indiana University.
ner,
finished
third
overall
with
a time
• He is expected to become eligible soon.
of
the
UCF
women's
of15:31.
Members
Junior Mike Bourque led the team
with a time of 29:40, followed by Mt. basketball team finished second in the
5K women's club division. Jim Kalline- Union College (Ohio) transfer Jay
Getty (30:44). Ken Rohr followed with a ger of Winter Park was the overall
time of 31 :04. Rick Wiler led Rollins winner with a time of 15:22.
with a fifth-place time of 31 :55.
Delta Delta Delta won the 1-mile
Rollins' Kathi Giltz won the sorority division race, followed by
women's 3-mile race with a time of Alpha Delta Pi and Pi Beta Phi. Psi Chi
22:28. UCF newcomer Diane Madison won the club division. No fraternities
• placed second with a time of 22:54. enter_ed the competition.

FOR 20 MILLION PEOPLE, IT'S MONEY IN THE BANK.

Don't Drink and Drive.
Your life may depend on it.

Football ls
In The Air!!
Join the football team in
Tallahassee and show your
full support!
The Office Of Minority Student Services is
sponsoring a bus ride to Tallahassee. The
bus will depart from Orlando on Friday, Nov.
13th and return to Orlando on Sunday afternoon, Nov.15th. Two different packages and
prices are available.
For information contact:

The Office Of Minority Student Services
275-2716 • Dr. Robert Belle.

• Great Salads
• Enormous Deli
Sandwiches
• Gourmet Specials
• Mouthwatering
Homemade
Cheesecake
• Live Entertainment
every Friday and
Saturday night

:··
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Wilson sees titles, prestigious
tournaments in near future
naments with the
top few teams going
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
to the finals. It is the
only fair way."
But for no·w the
A banner recruiting year for the men's golf
team has given Coach Dale Wilson hopes for a team will have -to
, bright future.
play well in big tour"We had the best recruiting year ever for naments to get noUCF golf by ~igning nine or ten of the best ticed~ They opened
players in the southeast," Wilson said. "Fov.r or the fall season on a
five of our freshmen have the potential to be strong note, placing
outstanding collegiate golfers."
third in the Paradise
The newcomers have boosted competition for ·Island Collegiate Dale Wilson
the top spots on the team. Thirty-seven golfers tournament
in
came out for the men's team but Wilson could Tampa. Defending
not keep all of them.
NCAA champion Tampa finished first in the
"We do not have a course on campus like most eight team field. Wilson said a strong team
schools," said Wilson. "We have to play at other effort by J .oe Regner, Jay McWilliams, Jody
courses in the area and could not keep that Hrkach, Malcolm Joseph and Mike Regner led
many since we would be taking up too much · the Knights.
"We would not have placed had not all the
room."
Wilson has turned.this barrier into an advan- players contributed," said Wilson. "The top four
tage. The team has fotir or five country .clubs scores are counted and each of our five players
that allow them to use their facilities. In addi- had an off day but that was set off with good
·
tion, ·several golf pros have made themselves rounds by the others."
available for coipplimentai'y lessons.
_
The women's team is presently opening their
"Our players have an advantage in that they ·season at_Florida State. -Not many schools field
do not have to practice on the same course every fall teams, Wilson said, so the women's team
day," Wilson said. "They can work on different has trouble getting fall matches. The schedule
-aspects of their game at the various courses." has not been finalized but the team has been
The men's team wants to play competitively invited to tournaments in Miami and Daytona
this fall in preparation for the spring campaign. Beach in addition to the FSU tourney.
The women's team returns five golfers in
Wilson hopes the team will be invited to the ·
more prestigious tournaments this spring as a Lisa Becka, Ragan Grody, Denise Hohl, Karen
result of their fall play. Playing in the better Podgorski and Paige Phillips. Freshmen
tournaments will increase their notOriety, Christy Vintilla, Lisa VanHouse and Karen
.
which is the name of the game for getting into Henderson are new to the team.
the NCAA tournament. . ·
The men's.team has set its sights on making
"Presently, in order to get into the NCAA it to the NCAA tournament this spring. "Within
tournament, a team has to be· invited by a the next four years, the golf team would like to
committee of three coaches which is just poli- bring an· NCAA championship to l,JCF," said
tics," said Wilson.
Wiison. "It may seem to be a lofty goal, but with
"There is a move by the coaches to change to hard work and one more recruiting year like
a format similar to basketball-regional tol.ir- this one we can do _anything."
by Chris Brady _

Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll di_
scover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
Ask for it at your bookstore.

. , . H&H Publishing Company, Inc.
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RESTAURANT
& .
OYSTE~ BAR

• With a Student l.D. •
Buy a pitcher and get a second pitcher FREE
• Lunch & Dinner specials daily
• Located 2 miles north of UCF ~n Alafaya Trail

'365-5087
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DEC'IDE YOUR SENATORS!I
MAIN CAMPUS ELECTION THIS TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY T·HE 29·TH & 30TH.
AREA CAMPUS.ES: MONDAY & TUESDAY
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The men's soccer team (2-4) lost a road
game to the , University of Tampa, 2-1,
because of the strong goalkeeping of
Frank Arlasky.
_
"He had five big time·saves against us,"
UCF coach Jim Rudy said.
The Knights took the early lead on a
Mark Lamb goal. "We had chance to put
them away early, but we let them stay in
the game," senior defender James Reid
said. "Wegavethemaninch,andtheytook
a yard. They are the kind of team that Will
- win if you give them the chance."
Tampa, ranked fourth nationally in
NCAA Division II, dominated the rest of
the game picking up go~ls from Kyle
Muehlstein and Bill Unziger.
Chris Sullivan also turned in a strong
gameforTampa. "HeandMarkLamband

FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 16

•
missed field goal would have
given the Knights the lead by
two when UCF was trailing 1 716.
.
O'Brien's other field goal
came after the Knights had a
touchdown pass called back.
From the 15-yard line, senior

•

WOMEN

Fourth-ranked Tampa's strong
goalkeeping stops men's soccer
by Scott Broden

THE
Dlf.EERENCE

FROM PAGE 16

Paul Innerarcomposure during the whole game."
ity are the best
"Our intensity level was good for 15
forwards in the
minutes and then down for 15," junior
state," Rudy
midfielder Ry~ Battle said. "After we
said. "He was
had our goal, we had a defensive attitude
outstanding.
instead of going after it."
He created the
"We were outplayed, but we still had
winning goal
our chances," Rudy said. "Arlasky was
_ with an assist.
the difference."
"We went up
UCF also lost freshman forward Chris1-0, and we lost
tian
Rognaldsen when he went down with
control of it at
injury. Rudy said he is unsure
a
knee
the midfield. It
Jim
Rudy
_
when
Rognaldsen
will be able to return.
was theirs and
The Knights will have a chance to
with it the
make up for the loss when they host
flow of.th.e game was theirs, too."
Senior forward Paul Innerarity almost Stetson today at 3:30 p.m. at St. Claire
-tied the game at the end for the Knights. field on the UCF campus. Stetson (7-1)
"He just missed a bomb at the end of the suffered its loss against Tampa, 4-0.
game," Rudy said.
.
"They are a skillful team," Rudy said.
"I missed by about a yard," Innerarity "We're going to go at them hard. We're not
said. "It was close, but we just didn't finish going to wait for them to take those skills
our opportunities. We didn't keep . our to us. We're going to go at them."
Hail Mary throw at the end of ·
the first half.
Slack threw his second interception when EKU jumped
all over a flea-flicker attempt.
Slack' s last interception came
with 1:10 remaining in the
game, ending UCFs upset
hopes.
Slack, who completed 18 of
40 passes for 247 yards, was
able to lead the Knight offense

quarterback Darin Slack had
hit junior wide receiver Arnell
Spencer in the right corner of
the end zone. But, the play was
called back because freshman
center Craig Marsden was
called for holding.
The offense was also cut
short because of three interceptions. EKU cornerback
Danny Copeland picked off
Slack's first interception on a

BETWEEN

OR LIFE!

DEATH

early in the game. The Knights
struck first after the opening
kickoff on a 80--yard _drive,
capped when Slack hit senior
wide receiver Bernard Ford in
the right side of the end zone,
beating All-Metro cornerback,
Copeland.
Ford caught eight passes for
159 yards and eclipsed a UCF
record set the week before by
Spencer for reception yardage.

IS A BUCKLED

win, raising its record to 3-4.
"After the Berkeley loss, we
decided to make some
changes," said Coach Jim
Rudy. "We made seven position changes and have now
won two straight games
against Top 20 teams."
One of those changes involved freshman Kit Conner,
who scored the lone goal at
87:02. Conner out-fought two
defenders in front of the goal,
turned and scored.
"It was a messed up play
that we kept alive through
hard work," Rudy said. "That
was the difference today. Our
concentration was great and
we hung in there well. Barry is
a much improved teani, probably the second best team we
have played behind North
Carolina."
Barry University, ranked
eighth in Division II, entered
the game with a 5-0 record,
scoring 25 goals while allowing
only one. However, UCF dominated the gaine with 16 shots
on goal and limiting Barry to
just five.
The victory was UCF's third
over a Top 20 team and helped
its chances for a berth in the
NCAA tournament: All four'
· losses have been to Top 20
teams as well.
"If they stay in the Top 20
then it will be a good win for us, _
said Rudy. -

SAF~TY . BELT!

Be a Zenith Data Systems
Campus Rep ...
It beats being broke!
Now you can earn a FREE
Zenith Data Systems PC,
and even earn money...
All you have to do to become a ZDS Representative. Wit~
the help of your Educational Account Representative, we'll'
train you and give you valuable sales experience.
.

.

And, once you've sold 50 Zenith Data Systems PC's, we'll
give you one of your own --- absolutely FREEi Plus, you'll
be able to start earning m~ney for every sale you make.
You'll be selling sorne of the hottest PC's on the market...
while acquifing some priceless business savvy.
It's a deal you can't beat. See below to find out more.

·Michael Ragsdale
Education Account
. Representative
Zenith Data ~ystems
(404) 446-6170
..__________________________________

~NITH

_.~

data
systems

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON®
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© 1987, Zenith Data Systems

them."
But the Knights' playoff hopes ride on more than
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
''I'm not unhappy with the way our
just staying close with a power.
The UCF defense had trouble stopping EiqJ's duo ·team played."
UCF's 23-16 loss~ Eastern Kentucky Saturday of 1,000-yard rushers. Elroy Harris, from Winter
marked the fourth time in two years the Knights Park, rushed for 147 yards and scored EKU's first
-Gene McDowell,
have failed to pull offa victory against a Division I-AA · touchdown, while James Crawford, from Palmetto,
UCFCoach
powerhouse. .
. ·
rushed for 115 yards and scored the Colonels' other
"I'm not unhappy with the way our team played," touchdown.
UCF Coach Gene McDowell said. "Football is a game
However, the Knight offense failed to capitalize. It
"We couldn't stop their run and they couldn't stop
wheJ;"e lots of things are going on and both team~ our pass," McDowell said.
squandered all ten of its remaining possessions to
make a lot of mistakes.
EKU, mainly through its running attack, scored either take the lead or tie the game.
"We lost because we were playing a great football on its first three possessions in building a 17-10 lead
"I thought the defense did a nice job," McDowell
team, and they out':'scored us."
in the second quarter.
·
said. "I thought if our defenders could hold them to
The second-ranked Knights (2-1) proved to the
On the Colonels' next possession, the Knight de- · three· touchdowns, which is what they did, that is
15,197 fans at the Florida Citrus Bowl, they can stay· fense was finally able to track down the EKU what we could expect against this offense with the
with EKU (2-1), a team that has won two national tailbacks when it shut down Crawford on three great backs they have.
.
championships within the last decade at the Division straight running plays. Sophom.ore linebacker
"I think our defense does have shutout capabilities
I-AA level. That is the same level l,JCF plans to jump James Goodman had two of his 13 tackles on the against a lesser team." ·
to by 1989.
series.
UCF's offense once had the ball on the EKU 3-yard
"This is the fifth time we have played Central
The defense kept UCF in the game from then on. line, but had to settle for an Ed O'Brien field goal.
Florida," said EKU coach Roy Kidd, who is in his 24th 11te Knightmare defense held EKU to just two field O'Brien kicked three of four field goals. A 28-yard
year at EKU. "And it is without a doubt the best goals ·for the· rest of the game. Mike Coad was the
football team they've had since we have been playing leading tackler with 16.
SEE FOO~ALL PAGE 15
by Scott Broden ·
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Safety Keith Evaf1S, who was unable to finish the game ·d ue to on ankle injury,
watches on crutches fro111. the sidelines.
.

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Deje~ted UCF players look on as they suffer their first loss of the year, 23- 16
to Eas~ern Kentucky, Saturday night.

O'Brien·overcomes injuries,
puts foot to work against EKU
by

Paul Owers

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

He wasn't even supposed to play.
The injured left knee that caused him to
miss last week's game still should have
been sore.
The skin cancer- found on his lip this
past week must have been.too painful.
But this was Eastern Kentucky, and no
matter the obstacles, UCF kicker Eddie
O'Brien would find a way to play.
He first trotted on the field with 12:00
left in the first quarter to add the extra
point to a 40-yard touchdown pass play
from Darin Slack to Bernard Ford. No
sweat.
O'Brie!l would enjoy no more extra

point luxuries the rest of the evening,
however, a result ofa sputtering offense. A
15-yard personal foul on Eastern Kentucky to open .t he second quarter gave the
Knights a first down on the Colonels' 14yard line. After two plays that lost nine
yards and a Slack incompletion, O'Brien
kicked a 39-yard field goal .to tie the score
at 10.
With 6:48 left in the first half, the offense again had the opportunity to scor.e.
Barrie Kee's 48-yard punt was fumbled by
EKU's Danny Copeland and recovered by
UCF's Kurt Gwynne on the Colonels'
three yard line. An illegal procedure penalty against the Knights on third and goal
pushed the· ball back to the six where
Slack's pass to Arnell Spencer fell incomplete. O'Brien was again asked to deliver,

and his 23yard field goal
brought UCF
to within four,
17-13.
Then came
Ed O'Brien
the chip-shot
miss. Stalled
on the Colonels' 11-yard line, the ·offens.e
gave way to O'Brien in hopes ofregaining
the lead, but his 28-yard attempt sailed
wide left and the score remained 1 7-13.
"I set the tee off on an angle and I asked
myselfiflshouldmoveitand-Isaid"nah",
and I pulled it and missed it," he said.
O'Brien made good on a 29-yard attempt with 2:40 gone in the fourth quarSEE O'BRIEN PAGE 11

Women
beat
Barry
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Finally, the ball bounced
their way.
The women's soccer team ..
had three chances tO topple
Top 20 opponents, only to lose
all three games.
Sunday, UCF played an- ..
other Top 20 team, Barry University, this time winning 1-0.
It was UCFs second straight
SEE WOMEN PAGE 15
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